1. Will IFES be present in the contract? Or in the tender documentation? It’s important to know, because as you know Microsoft prohibits resale, and if IFES pays for the contract or makes resale, they will need to be registered by Microsoft and obtain their consent for such contract.

**IFES Responds:** IFES will use its standard tri-lateral contract. A winner is a contractor, IFES is a payer and CEC are a customer. IFES doesn’t make any resale within this contract.

2. Licenses are issued to the customer, so the Customer in this tender should be the Central Election Commission of Ukraine. Is it?

**IFES Responds:** YES

3. As for previous point, we see that at the moment, the Customer does not have a current agreement on the level of GOV C prices. So to place and confirm prices, the Customer will need to contact the Microsoft and sign an agreement for this level of prices.

**IFES Responds:** Yes, the Customer is ready to sign an additional memorandum/agreement with MS Ukraine or other partners to renew status for available level "C".